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ABSTRACT
Neural networks (NNs) are increasingly employed in safety-critical domains and in environments prone to unreliability (e.g., soft errors), such as on spacecraft. Therefore, it is critical to impart fault tolerance to NN inference. Algorithm-based fault tolerance (ABFT) is emerging as an efficient approach for fault tolerance in NNs.

We propose an adaptive approach to ABFT for NN inference that exploits untapped opportunities in emerging deployment scenarios. GPUs have high compute-to-memory-bandwidth ratios, while NN layers have a wide range of arithmetic intensities. This leaves some layers compute bound and others memory-bound, but current approaches to ABFT do not consider these differences. We first investigate ABFT schemes best suited for each of these scenarios. We then propose intensity-guided ABFT, an adaptive, arithmetic-intensity-guided approach that selects the most efficient ABFT scheme for each NN layer. Intensity-guided ABFT reduces execution-time overhead by 1.09–5.3× across many NNs compared to traditional approaches to ABFT.
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Algorithm-based fault tolerance (ABFT) is emerging as a promising approach toward imparting efficient software-based fault tolerance to NN inference [43, 57, 67, 89]. ABFT adds redundant computations employing carefully-designed mathematical structures, and exploits the invariants so introduced to detect faults. This approach enables ABFT to achieve significantly lower execution-time overhead than replication-based approaches. For this reason, ABFT is a common approach for fault tolerance in traditional HPC computations, such as matrix multiplication (e.g., [23, 24, 46, 85]), LU decomposition [83], sorting [58], and other iterative methods [28].

Figure 1 shows a toy example of ABFT-protected matrix multiplication between matrices A and B of size 2 × 2 to produce output matrix C. ABFT constructs a column checksum vector by summing each column of matrix A and a row checksum vector by summing each row of matrix B. It is straightforward to see that the result of taking the dot product of these checksum vectors should, in the absence of a fault, equal the summation of all entries of output that can result in erroneous execution (e.g., 2 + 2 = 5) [41]. The erroneous execution resulting from a soft error is referred to as a fault.

There are many causes of soft errors, such as atmospheric radiation, voltage scaling, hardware wearout, and manufacturing error [37, 64, 85]. Recent works have shown the potentially-catastrophic effects of soft errors on NNs through fault injection [30, 31, 55, 61] and neutron beam experiments [38]; faults resulting from soft errors can cause mispredictions in NNs at a rate that violates automotive safety standards [3, 38, 55]. Furthermore, the rate at which soft errors occur increases with altitude [41, 64] and in space [25], posing a challenge to the trend of deploying NNs on low-cost hardware on spacecraft [35, 54, 81].

Therefore, applications that demand high reliability must employ some means of tolerating faults. However, tolerating faults caused by soft errors requires performing redundant execution (e.g., replication and comparison). For fault tolerance to be practical, it is critical that redundant execution operate with low overhead in terms of execution time and cost.

In this work, we focus on software-based approaches for detecting faults that occur in processing logic during NN inference on GPUs. We focus on detection, rather than correction, as detecting a catastrophic event is often more important to an application than quickly proceeding after such an event [43]. We focus on GPUs because they are commonly used for NN inference in both cluster and edge settings, including in emerging space applications [35, 81]. We focus on faults that occur in processing logic, rather than in the memory hierarchy, as many modern systems contain ECC-protected memory hierarchies [18]. In contrast, processing logic is not as amenable to lightweight hardware fault tolerance [21].

Algorithm-based fault tolerance (ABFT) is emerging as a promising approach toward imparting efficient software-based fault tolerance to NN inference [43, 57, 67, 89]. ABFT adds redundant computations employing carefully-designed mathematical structures, and exploits the invariants so introduced to detect faults. This approach enables ABFT to achieve significantly lower execution-time overhead than replication-based approaches. For this reason, ABFT is a common approach for fault tolerance in traditional HPC computations, such as matrix multiplication (e.g., [23, 24, 46, 85]), LU decomposition [83], sorting [58], and other iterative methods [28].
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We similarly focus on using ABFT for linear layers implemented as ABFT schemes, which we refer to as thread-level ABFT, that exploit as a result, such layers are unable to keep computational units optimized for NNs (e.g., Tensor Cores [13]) based on trends in GPU hardware and NN design: The introduction of processing units optimized for NNs (e.g., Tensor Cores [13]) has led to an unprecedented increase in FLOPs/sec in inference-optimized GPUs. However, such GPUs have had a far less profound growth in memory bandwidth. This results in inference-optimized GPUs having high compute-to-memory-bandwidth ratios (CMRs). High CMRs require kernels to have high arithmetic intensity to keep computational units highly utilized. However, many convolutional and fully-connected layers in NNs have low arithmetic intensity. Furthermore, many efforts toward reducing NN latency, such as efficient NN design [78], model specialization [45, 49, 50, 65, 75], and pruning [22], further reduce arithmetic intensity.

These trends result in many linear layers in NNs that have arithmetic intensity far lower than the CMR on GPUs, rendering such layers memory-bandwidth² bound, rather than compute bound. As a result, such layers are unable to keep computational units highly utilized, opening opportunities for redundant execution to be performed for free. However, current approaches to ABFT for NN inference, which are well-suited for compute-bound linear layers, cannot exploit this opportunity to squeeze in redundant execution alongside the computation being protected.

To better exploit this nascent opportunity, we (1) investigate ABFT schemes, which we refer to as thread-level ABFT, that exploit the unused computation cycles of the linear layer under protection on inference-optimized GPUs, and (2) propose a new, adaptive approach to ABFT, called intensity-guided ABFT, that selects among thread-level ABFT and traditional approaches to ABFT on a per-layer basis, using the layer’s arithmetic intensity as a guide.

To design an approach to ABFT that can exploit the unused computation cycles of linear layers on modern inference-optimized GPUs, the key approach we leverage is to perform ABFT at the smallest unit of the parallel subproblem performed by the matrix multiplication for a layer. As illustrated in Figure 2, high-performance matrix multiplication on GPUs involves decomposing the overall matrix multiplication into a hierarchy of subproblems across threadblocks, warps, and, at the smallest level, threads. Existing approaches to ABFT for NN inference on GPUs, which we term “global ABFT,” generate checksums over the full input matrices to minimize the amount of redundant computation performed in checksum dot products. In contrast, we leverage an ABFT scheme in which each thread performs ABFT over the small matrix multiplication subproblem it is responsible for. We refer to this approach as thread-level ABFT. Under thread-level ABFT, each thread computes ABFT checksums and dot products on the fly in tandem with its computation of the original matrix multiplication, and performs its own thread-local checksum equality check.

The approach taken in thread-level ABFT may at first appear counterintuitive, as it performs more redundant computation than global ABFT: thread-level ABFT performs ABFT over many small, thread-local matrix multiplications, whereas global ABFT performs ABFT over one large matrix multiplication. In fact, thread-level ABFT results in multiple threads each computing identical checksums (e.g., in Figure 1, identical column checksums for threads that compute elements in the same rows in C). However, we show that, through careful design decisions, this approach is effective in exploiting the gaps in compute utilization of bandwidth-bound linear layers. This approach also eliminates any additional loads/stores, which would compete with the matrix multiplication itself for memory bandwidth, which is the bottleneck resource. The net result is low execution-time overhead for bandwidth-bound linear layers.

As described above, thread-level ABFT primarily benefits linear layers that are bandwidth bound. In contrast, it is not well-suited for compute-bound linear layers, for which global ABFT suffices. As we show in §3, NNs contain both bandwidth- and compute-bound linear layers, making one-size-fits-all approaches inefficient.

Therefore, we propose intensity-guided ABFT, an adaptive ABFT approach that selects among global ABFT and thread-level ABFT for each linear layer of a NN depending on which approach offers the lowest execution-time overhead, letting the arithmetic intensity of the layer and CMR of the device guide such selection.

We implement and evaluate intensity-guided ABFT atop CUT-LASS [8], a high-performance library from NVIDIA for matrix multiplications on GPUs. We evaluate execution-time overhead on the inference-optimized NVIDIA T4 GPU when using Tensor Cores. We consider eight popular convolutional NNs (CNNs), two NNs used within recommendation models (DLRM) [66], and four CNNs developed through model specialization and used for video analytics [50]. Compared to an optimized global ABFT approach [43], intensity-guided ABFT reduces execution-time overhead by up to 2.75× for popular CNNs, up to 4.55× for DLRRMs, and up to 5.3× for specialized CNNs. These results show the promise of taking

²We refer to memory-bandwidth-bound layers as “bandwidth-bound” for short.

Figure 1: Toy example of ABFT with $M = N = K = 2$. Matrix C, which we refer to as the output summation. Correspondingly, comparison between the checksum dot-product result and the output summation can detect a single fault in C.

Multiple recent works have explored leveraging ABFT to impart fault tolerance to NNs [43, 57, 67, 89]. Since existing ABFT techniques support only linear computations, these approaches use ABFT for the linear operations of NNs (e.g., fully-connected and convolutional layers, which are often executed as matrix multiplications), and replicate nonlinear operations (e.g., activation functions). We similarly focus on using ABFT for linear layers implemented as matrix multiplications in this work, and use the terminology “linear layer” to refer to fully-connected and convolutional layers.

Key to efficient operation in any approach to redundant execution is identifying and exploiting underutilized resources. If the computation-to-be-protected underutilizes certain compute units, redundant execution can potentially be performed on those units without adding much execution-time overhead. However, existing approaches to ABFT typically only assume that computations being protected are compute bound, and thus aim to minimize the amount of redundant computation they perform.

In this work, we first present a case for challenging this assumption based on trends in GPU hardware and NN design: The introduction of processing units optimized for NNs (e.g., Tensor Cores [13]) has led to an unprecedented increase in FLOPs/sec in inference-optimized GPUs. However, such GPUs have had a far less profound growth in memory bandwidth. This results in inference-optimized GPUs having high compute-to-memory-bandwidth ratios (CMRs). High CMRs require kernels to have high arithmetic intensity to keep computational units highly utilized. However, many convolutional and fully-connected layers in NNs have low arithmetic intensity. Furthermore, many efforts toward reducing NN latency, such as efficient NN design [78], model specialization [45, 49, 50, 65, 75], and pruning [22], further reduce arithmetic intensity.

These trends result in many linear layers in NNs that have arithmetic intensity far lower than the CMR on GPUs, rendering such layers memory-bandwidth² bound, rather than compute bound. As a result, such layers are unable to keep computational units highly utilized, opening opportunities for redundant execution to be performed for free. However, current approaches to ABFT for NN inference, which are well-suited for compute-bound linear layers, cannot exploit this opportunity to squeeze in redundant execution alongside the computation being protected.

To better exploit this nascent opportunity, we (1) investigate ABFT schemes, which we refer to as thread-level ABFT, that exploit the unused computation cycles of the linear layer under protection on inference-optimized GPUs, and (2) propose a new, adaptive approach to ABFT, called intensity-guided ABFT, that selects among thread-level ABFT and traditional approaches to ABFT on a per-layer basis, using the layer’s arithmetic intensity as a guide.
an arithmetic-intensity-guided approach to ABFT to impart low-overhead fault tolerance to NN inference.

The code used in this paper is available at https://github.com/Theys-lab/arithmetic-intensity-guided-abft.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide background on matrix multiplication on GPUs, the need for fault tolerance in NN inference, and how ABFT is performed and optimized for NN inference.

2.1 Efficient matrix multiplication on GPUs

As described in §1, our focus is on redundant execution for the convolutional and fully-connected layers of NNs, which we refer to as “linear layers.” For the remainder of this paper, we describe these operations as matrix multiplications, as high-performance implementations of these layers are often achieved through matrix multiplications [8]. However, the approaches we propose can apply to other implementations as well.

Within this setting, we denote a linear layer as the multiplication of matrix $A$ of size $M \times K$ by matrix $B$ of size $K \times N$. Matrix $A$ contains the inputs to the layer (e.g., activations from the previous layer). Matrix $B$ contains the learned weights of this layer. Weights (matrix $B$) are known a priori, while activations (matrix $A$) are known only during computation. Output $C$ contains the output of the layer, which will be fed to the next layer, typically after being operated on by an activation function (e.g., ReLU). GPU terminology. We use NVIDIA’s terminology [2] in describing the architectural components and programming abstractions of GPUs. A GPU consists of a number of streaming multiprocessors (SMs), each of which has many cores on which computation is performed along with a register file and shared memory region. Computation is executed on GPUs in kernels consisting of many threads. Threads are grouped into threadblocks, with all threads in a threadblock executing on the same SM and able to communicate with one another via shared memory. Groups of 32 threads within a threadblock execute in lockstep as a so-called warp. Each thread executes on an individual core, except when using Tensor Cores, new processing units that enable warp-wide collaborative execution of matrix multiplications [13]. Hierarchical matrix multiplication. High-performance implementations of matrix multiplication on GPUs decompose the problem solved by the kernel into a number of sub-matrix multiplications solved by threadblocks, warps, and threads. Figure 2 shows an example of this decomposition: each threadblock is responsible for computing a subset of $C$, which it decomposes into subsets to be computed by warps of the threadblock, each of which in turn decomposes the problem into subsets to be computed by individual threads. We denote the portions of $A$ and $B$ used by a thread as $A_t$ and $B_{tc}$, respectively. $A_t$ is of size $M_t \times K$ and $B_{tc}$ is of size $K \times N_t$.

As our focus is on NN inference, we focus on low-precision (e.g., FP16) matrix multiplications on Tensor Cores, which are heavily used for accelerating inference. Our description follows the use of such operations in CUTLASS. We focus in particular on the m16n8k8 Tensor Core operation, though our discussion and proposed solutions apply to other Tensor Core operations as well.

Each m16n8k8 Tensor Core operation is a warp-wide operation that multiplies a $16 \times 8$ matrix $A_{tc}$ by an $8 \times 8$ matrix $B_{tc}$ and accumulates results into a $16 \times 8$ output matrix $C_{tc}$ (we use subscript “tc” to denote Tensor Core operands/outputs) [12]. Each thread in the warp provides four elements of $A_{tc}$ and two elements of $B_{tc}$ to the operation, and obtains four output elements of $C_{tc}$ from the operation. We refer to one such m16n8k8 matrix-multiply-accumulation operation as an “MMA,” following NVIDIA’s terminology [12].

CUTLASS leverages MMAs within the hierarchical matrix multiplication framework described above. Each thread walks down the $K$ dimension of the problem and loads an $M_t \times 2$ chunk of $A_t$ and a $2 \times N_t$ chunk of $B_{tc}$. These loaded chunks are then used in $\frac{M_t N_t}{2}$ MMAs, each of which uses two rows of the loaded chunk of $A_t$ and one column from the loaded chunk of $B_{tc}$ from each thread, as shown in Figure 3. The results of these operations are accumulated into the thread’s $M_t N_t$ registers that store the partial accumulation of the thread’s matrix multiplication output. CUTLASS uses standard optimizations to overlap loading the next chunks of $A_t$ and $B_{tc}$ while the current MMAs are performed (e.g., double buffering).

2.2 Need for fault tolerance

As described in §1, our focus in this work is on detecting faults resulting from transient soft errors on GPUs. Handling soft errors has long been a concern for HPC systems [37, 41, 44] due to their large scale and the criticality of the workloads that utilize them. Beyond these settings, the increasing trend of leveraging NNs in cyber-physical systems, such as autonomous vehicles [72], and in harsh operating environments, such as in spacecraft [20, 35, 81], has bolstered the need for fault tolerance solutions for NNs. For example, autonomous vehicles leverage GPUs and must tolerate faults to meet strict reliability requirements [3, 72]. Furthermore, servers equipped with general-purpose GPUs have recently been sent to the International Space Station to perform scientific computations [20, 81], and which leverage software-based fault tolerance to handle the harsh operating environment therein.

Combining the longstanding need for reliability in HPC applications with the growing need for reliability in safety-critical and edge deployments of GPUs, efficient approaches to fault tolerance are necessary both in the present and for the future.

2.3 Fault model

We next shift our focus to fault detection for matrix multiplication. To set the stage, we first describe the fault model we consider.

We focus on detecting a single faulty output value in matrix $C$. We focus on detection, rather than correction, as being able to detect a catastrophic event is often more important than being able to quickly continue after such an event [43]. Following prior work [29, 67, 89], we focus on detecting a single fault because the execution of one layer in a NN is short enough that the likelihood of more than one soft error occurring during execution is low.

We focus on faults occurring due to soft errors in the processing logic of a GPU. We do not focus on faults in the memory hierarchy, such as in global memory, caches, shared memory, register files, and busses, as these components are more easily protected by ECC [18]. In contrast, hardware fault tolerance for processing units is more expensive, typically requiring dual-modular-redundant circuits [21].
We also assume that control logic on the GPU is protected. This fault model is in line with prior work \cite{29, 56}.

### 2.4 ABFT for matrix multiplication

ABFT falls under a class of techniques called “redundant execution” in which additional computation is performed on top of the computation-to-be-protected for the purpose of fault tolerance. As described in §1, ABFT adds redundant computations employing carefully-designed mathematical structures, and exploits the invariants so introduced to detect errors while performing less redundant computation than replication-based approaches \cite{46}.

ABFT for matrix multiplication typically operates by (1) generating a $1 \times K$ column checksum vector of matrix $A$ and a $K \times 1$ row checksum vector of matrix $B$, (2) performing the dot product between the column checksum vector and row checksum vector, (3) summing all entries of the output matrix $C$, and (4) comparing the values generated in (2) and (3) above. Approaches to ABFT typically generate a single column checksum for the entire input matrix $A$ (and similarly for $B$) \cite{43, 89}. We thus term such approaches “global ABFT.” Global ABFT results in the minimum additional dot-product computations required for fault detection in matrix multiplication, making it well-suited for compute-bound matrix multiplications.

While we focus on detecting a single fault, ABFT also supports detecting multiple faults. To do so, ABFT generates multiple checksum columns and rows based on independent linear combinations of columns/rows. In this scenario, multiple output checksums are also generated based on these linear combinations and compared to checksum dot products. The approaches to ABFT that we propose in this work can also handle higher fault rates in this way.

### 2.5 Optimizing global ABFT for NN inference

Recent works leverage global ABFT to protect the linear layers of NNs, and add multiple NN-specific optimizations \cite{43, 57, 89}, which we describe next. Recall that, for NN inference, matrix $A$ contains input activations and $B$ contains layer weights. We therefore refer to the column checksum of matrix $A$ as the “activation checksum” and the row checksum of matrix $B$ as the “weight checksum.”

**Offline construction of weight checksum.** Since operand $B$ contains the layer’s weights, which remain the same for every inference request, the weight checksum of each linear layer in an NN can be constructed once offline and reused for every inference request \cite{43, 57, 89}. The same does not hold for the activation checksum of operand $A$, because its contents change for each inference request.

**Checksum fusion.** Recent work \cite{43} proposes to fuse the generation of the output summation used in the ABFT check to the end of the matrix multiplication kernel itself. Kernel fusion significantly reduces the amount of data that must be read from memory to form the output summation, which speeds up checksum generation. As the next layer’s input $A$ is generated by the current layer, the current layer can also fuse the generation of the next layer’s activation checksum to the end of its matrix multiplication kernel (after the activation function has been applied) \cite{43}.

**Flow of ABFT in NN inference.** With the above optimizations, the workflow of an ABFT-protected linear layer is as follows: (1) perform matrix multiplication to generate output $C$, (2) perform fused output summation generation, (3) apply the layer’s activation function to $C$, (4) perform fused next-layer activation checksum generation, (5) launch a kernel that performs the ABFT dot product for the current layer and compares the results to the output checksum generated in Step 3. Steps 1–4 must take place sequentially, while Step 5 can take place in parallel with the next layer of the NN. Step 5 occurs in a separate kernel because it involves a global reduction over the partial checksums generated by threadblocks.

By minimizing redundant computation, global ABFT offers low execution-time overhead for compute-bound linear layers. However, we next identify trends in GPU hardware and NNs that lead to many linear layers being memory-bandwidth-bound. This opens new opportunities for efficient redundant execution that current approaches to ABFT for NN inference are unable to exploit.

### 3 NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR EFFICIENT REDUNDANT EXECUTION

Critical to reducing execution-time overhead for any approach to redundant execution is discovering opportunities to exploit unused resources. In this section, we identify trends in GPU hardware and
NN design that create new, currently unexploited opportunities for efficient redundant execution in NN inference.

3.1 Resource bottlenecks for GPU kernels

GPU kernels are typically either bound by computational throughput or by memory bandwidth. A popular model to determine whether a kernel is compute or memory-bandwidth bound is comparing the arithmetic intensity of the kernel to the compute-to-memory-bandwidth ratio (CMR) of the device [9, 82]. Under this model, a kernel is compute bound if the theoretical amount of time it spends performing computation is greater than the theoretical amount of time it spends loading/storing data from/to memory:

\[
\frac{\text{FLOPs}}{\text{Bytes}} > \frac{\text{Compute Bandwidth}}{\text{Memory Bandwidth}}
\]

Here, “FLOPs” is the number of arithmetic operations performed by the kernel, “Bytes” is the amount of data it transfers to/from memory, “Compute Bandwidth” is the GPU’s peak FLOPs/sec, and “Memory Bandwidth” is the GPU’s memory bandwidth (bytes/sec). Rearranging this inequality to pair properties of the kernel on the left-hand side and properties of the GPU on the right-hand gives:

\[
\frac{\text{FLOPs}}{\text{Bytes}} > \frac{\text{Compute Bandwidth}}{\text{Memory Bandwidth}}
\]

The left-hand ratio of Equation 1 is the kernel’s arithmetic intensity: the ratio between the FLOPs the kernel performs and the bytes it transfers to/from memory. The right-hand ratio is the GPU’s CMR.

**Takeaway.** From the lens of this performance model, it is clear that the arithmetic intensity of a given kernel and CMR of a given GPU play key roles in determining opportunities for redundant execution to leverage unused resources. For example, a kernel with low arithmetic intensity running on a GPU with a high CMR will likely be bandwidth bound and underutilize compute units. This leaves opportunities for redundant execution to leverage such units without hampering the performance of the kernel itself.

We next examine trends in GPU hardware and NN design to identify opportunities for such efficient redundant execution.

3.2 Wide range of arithmetic intensities exhibited by NN layers

We first examine the arithmetic intensities of current NNs and their individual linear layers under various operational settings. In this analysis, we consider only “linear layers”, such as convolutional and fully-connected layers, which are often implemented as matrix multiplications. Other operations, such as activation functions, are typically fused to these linear layers and contribute far less to overall arithmetic intensity and execution time.

The “aggregate arithmetic intensity” of a NN as a whole is computed by summing the FLOPs performed across all linear layers, summing the bytes read/written across all linear layers, and dividing these quantities. This metric provides an estimate of whether the NN as a whole is more compute or memory-bandwidth bound.

Figure 4 shows the FP16 aggregate arithmetic intensities of eight widely-used CNNs from the popular PyTorch Torchvision library [16]. The figure shows a wide range of aggregate arithmetic intensities among such CNNs (from 71 to 220).

Furthermore, many domains leverage NNs that are significantly smaller than those described above, and thus have even lower aggregate arithmetic intensities. For example, NNs used for recommendation serving, such as Facebook’s popular DLRM [66], leverage small NNs consisting of a few fully-connected layers. Consequently, these NNs have low aggregate arithmetic intensities (e.g., 7 in FP16).

Figure 5 shows the arithmetic intensities of individual convolutional and fully-connected layers of ResNet-50. As illustrated, there is a wide variance of arithmetic intensities (1–511) among even various linear layers of the same NN (other NNs are similar).

Finally, arithmetic intensity also varies with settings of the applications in which NNs operate, such as the size of inputs to the NN. For example, increasing the batch size used in inference typically increases arithmetic intensity by amortizing the overhead of loading NN weights from memory. Thus, the many applications that use small batch sizes for low-latency inference may have higher arithmetic intensity. For example, the FP16 aggregate arithmetic intensities of the NNs used in DLRM increase from 7 at batch size of 1 to 70–109 at batch size 256. For CNNs, the resolution of input images also affects arithmetic intensity for similar reasons, as operating over large images amortizes the cost of loading convolutional filters from memory. For example, the FP16 aggregate arithmetic intensity of ResNet-50 is 72 when operating over images of resolution 224 × 224 (the resolution typically used for ImageNet [71]), but increases to 122 when operating over images of resolution 1080 × 1920 (typically considered HD).

**Takeaway.** NNs exhibit wide variance in arithmetic intensity across NNs, across individual linear layers within a NN, and across application settings. This renders some NNs, some layers, and some application settings likely to underutilize computational resources.

3.3 Inference-optimized GPUs have high CMR

We now discuss trends in CMR, the right-hand ratio in Equation 1.

General-purpose GPUs have been a workhorse for NNs since the early 2010s [53]. Recent GPUs have further bolstered NN acceleration by adding hardware units specifically designed for the matrix multiplications found in NNs, such as NVIDIA’s Tensor Cores [13]. These hardware units offer unprecedented performance in terms of

---

1We replace the group convolutions in ShuffleNet and ResNext-50 with non-grouped convolutions to ease their conversion to matrix multiplications. The reported aggregate arithmetic intensities of these NNs are, thus, higher than they would be with grouped convolutions, which typically decrease arithmetic intensity.
FLOPs/sec, particularly when using low-precision arithmetic (e.g., FP16), as is common in NN inference.

For example, the inference-optimized T4 GPU offers 65 FP16 TFLOPs/sec [19], a marked increase from the 11 FP16 TFLOPs/sec offered by its predecessor, the P4 [15], which did not contain Tensor Cores. Such high performance is also offered in other server-grade GPUs, such as the V100 and A100 GPUs, which offer 125 and 312 FP16 TFLOPs/sec, respectively [4, 18]. This trend has also made its way to edge devices, as GPUs in the NVIDIA Jetson family now offer up to 32 INT8 TOPs/sec via Tensor Cores, whereas predecessors were bound to single-digit INT8 TOPs/sec [11].

While the FLOPs/sec offered by inference-optimized GPUs has drastically increased, memory bandwidth has not increased at the same rate. For example, while the T4 GPU increases FP16 FLOPs/sec by 5.9× compared to the P4 GPU, it offers only a 1.7× increase in memory bandwidth. Similar trends hold for other GPUs.

The net result of these trends in compute and memory bandwidth is a significant increase in the CMR of GPUs. For example, the FP16 CMR of the T4 GPU is 203, while that of the P4 was 58. Even GPUs with high-bandwidth memory (e.g., HBM2) have high CMRs (139 and 201 in FP16 for V100 and A100, respectively [4, 18]), as do edge GPUs (235 in INT8 for Jetson AGX Xavier [11]).

**Takeaway.** The introduction of specialized hardware units for matrix multiplications that drastically increase computational throughput, but a significantly slower increase in memory bandwidth, results in inference-optimized GPUs with high CMRs. This trend “raises the bar” for GPU kernels, making them more likely to be memory-bandwidth bound and underutilize GPU compute units.

### 3.4 Many NN optimization trends reduce arithmetic intensity

A secondary trend further exacerbates the growing bandwidth-bound nature of many NNs: designing small NNs to perform tasks with high throughput or low latency. The NNs shown in Figure 4 are large, general-purpose NNs designed to classify a wide variety of objects (e.g., from ImageNet [71]). There is a growing body of work on designing more efficient NN architectures that can accomplish the same task as such general-purpose NNs, but with a significantly smaller NN. There are many techniques along these lines, including efficient neural architecture search [78, 91], pruning [22], and model specialization [45, 49, 50, 65, 75]. These techniques often result in deploying NNs with lower aggregate arithmetic intensity than the general-purpose NNs shown in Figure 4.

For example, in model specialization for offline video analytics, a small, specialized CNN is designed to answers specific queries (e.g., find red trucks), and which consults a larger, general-purpose CNN only when unsure [45, 50, 75]. By targeting a focused query, specialized CNNs can typically be made smaller and faster than general-purpose NNs, but exhibit far lower aggregate arithmetic intensity: the specialized CNNs from the widely-cited NoScope video analytics system [50] have FP16 aggregate arithmetic intensities of 15–53, even with large batch size.

**Takeaway.** Current trends in efficient NN design result in NNs that have lower arithmetic intensity, making current and future workloads likely to underutilize GPU compute units.

### 3.5 Takeaways and new opportunities

The previous sections have identified trends that lead to the conclusion that the current and future landscape of NN inference will contain a significant number of memory-bandwidth bound linear layers: §3.2 illustrated that current NNs, the linear layers within them, and their application settings exhibit a wide variance of arithmetic intensities (including many with low arithmetic intensity), and §3.4 described increasingly prevalent trends in NN design that often reduce arithmetic intensity. Coupling this with the dramatic growth in CMR for GPUs described in §3.3 drives home the conclusion that current and future NNs will contain bandwidth-bound linear layers that underutilize the computational capabilities of GPUs.

Such bandwidth-bound linear layers leave room open for redundant execution to fill gaps in compute utilization during matrix multiplication. However, current approaches to ABFT for NN inference are unable to exploit these fine-grained opportunities for efficient redundant execution. As described in §2.5, global ABFT operates at a much higher level (specifically, kernel level), and hence is unable to exploit compute underutilization that occurs at finer granularity within the matrix multiplication operation.

This calls for investigating approaches to redundant execution that can exploit the fine-grained compute underutilization exhibited by current and future matrix multiplication kernels in NN inference. Such an approach would complement global ABFT, which is well-suited for the compute-bound linear layers in NNs.

We next turn our focus toward investigating such an approach.

**Key design principle.** Driven by the opportunities outlined above, we use the following principle when considering approaches to redundant execution for memory-bandwidth-bound matrix multiplications: avoid performing additional memory accesses whenever possible even if doing so comes at the expense of additional computation. Adhering to this principle avoids competing with the matrix multiplication for its bottleneck resource, memory bandwidth.

### 4 THREAD-LEVEL REPLIATION?

A natural question that arises when considering options for redundant execution for bandwidth-bound linear layers is whether it is beneficial to use thread-level replication, rather than ABFT. After all, ABFT is primarily designed to reduce the number of redundant operations performed compared to replication, while spare compute cycles are plentiful in bandwidth-bound linear layers. Furthermore, thread-level replication easily satisfies the design principle stated in §3.5, by sharing loads with the original matrix multiplication.

We began our exploration of redundant execution for bandwidth-bound linear layers with replication for these very reasons, but ultimately found it to have higher execution-time overhead than ABFT, as we next describe. We focus on matrix multiplications
using m16n8k8 FP16 Tensor Core operations (MMAs) (described in §2.1). Recall that, in matrix multiplication using this operation, each thread participates in \(\frac{M_t N_t}{N}\) MMAs on each iteration along the \(K\) dimension. For each MMA, a thread provides four elements from \(A_t\), two elements from \(B_t\), and receives four output elements.

We have considered two approaches to thread-level replication:

**Traditional replication.** The traditional approach to performing thread-level replication is to perform \(\frac{M_t N_t}{N}\) additional MMAs per step down the \(K\) dimension, accumulate the results in a separate set of \(M_t N_t\) registers, and compare these registers to the original \(M_t N_t\) matrix multiplication output registers. However, we found that the \(2\times\) increase in output register usage per thread in this approach limits the number of threadblocks that can be co-scheduled on a single SM (so-called “occupancy” [17]), and leads to significant slowdowns compared to the original matrix multiplication kernel.

**Replicated MMA, single accumulation.** Based on this limitation, we next explored replicating MMAs, but accumulating results to a single set of four output registers. Under this approach, one still performs \(\frac{M_t N_t}{N}\) additional MMAs per step along the \(K\) dimension, but each redundant MMA accumulates results to the same set of four registers. By the end of the thread-level matrix multiplication, in the absence of a fault, the summation of these four registers will equal the summation of the thread’s “original” \(M_t N_t\) output registers. Threads can use this invariant to detect faults.

We find that the limited additional register usage of this approach alleviates the occupancy-related slowdowns described above, and thus significantly reduces execution-time overhead compared to the traditional form of replication. However, as we will show in §6.5, doubling the number of MMAs performed results in higher execution-time overhead than ABFT.

We thus turn our focus to investigating ABFT schemes that can exploit the compute underutilization identified in §3.

### 5 ARITHMETIC-INTENSITY-GUIDED ABFT

In this section, we first investigate approaches to ABFT that can exploit the fine-grained compute underutilization of bandwidth-bound linear layers identified in §3. We then describe the design of an adaptive approach to ABFT that selects an ABFT scheme for each linear layer guided by the layer’s arithmetic intensity.

#### 5.1 At which level should ABFT be performed?

The hierarchical decomposition of matrix multiplications described in §2.1 offers multiple levels at which ABFT can be performed: the kernel level (as in global ABFT), threadblock level, warp level, or thread level. However, performing ABFT at any level other than the thread level requires performing additional loads/stores to generate checksums. For example, performing ABFT at the level of a threadblock requires individual threads to cooperate to generate threadblock-wide checksums, which requires storing and loading thread-local partial checksums. Such additional loads and stores violate the design principle described in §3.5 and compete for bandwidth with the matrix multiplication itself.

In contrast, performing ABFT at the level of individual threads avoids additional loads/stores. Figure 6 compares one approach to thread-level ABFT with global ABFT at a high level. Concretely, thread-level ABFT involves threads in the matrix multiplication kernel performing their own, local ABFT calculations across their own, local sub-matrix multiplications. Thread-level ABFT eliminates additional loads/stores by (1) sharing the loads of operands that will be used for checksum generation with those that were already performed for thread-level matrix multiplication in a step along the \(K\) dimension, and (2) eliminating stores of partial checksums for use in threadblock- or warp-wide checksum generation.

Thus, we conclude that performing ABFT at the thread level is the appropriate fit for ABFT optimized for bandwidth-bound linear layers. This conclusion is heavily driven by the design principle established in §3.5 of avoiding additional loads/stores. In cases where this principle can be relaxed, performing ABFT at other levels of the matrix multiplication hierarchy may be appropriate. Even with the somewhat-extreme stance taken in thread-level ABFT, we will show in §6 that thread-level ABFT significantly reduces execution-time overhead for bandwidth-bound linear layers.

#### 5.2 Design decisions for thread-level ABFT

Even having narrowed our focus to performing ABFT at thread level for bandwidth-bound linear layers, there remain multiple design decisions that affect performance, which we discuss next. Similar to §4, we focus on m16n8k8 Tensor Core operations (MMAs), which are described in detail in §2.1.

##### 5.2.1 Online computation of weight checksums

Recall from §2.5 that optimized approaches to global ABFT for NNs typically compute the weight checksum of \(B\) once offline and load it upon every inference request. We do not employ this technique for thread-level ABFT, as doing so would require threads to load weight checksums from memory, violating the design principle described in §3.5. Thus, thread-level ABFT recomputes thread-local weight checksums alongside the thread-level matrix multiplication.

##### 5.2.2 Balancing checksum generation and redundant MMAs

Adopting the ABFT approach described in §2.4 at thread level would involve performing the following for each step the thread takes along the \(K\) dimension: (1) computing a thread-level activation checksum from \(A_t\), (2) computing a thread-level weight checksum from \(B_t\), and (3) performing a single MMA over these checksums to generate ABFT output values. These steps are illustrated in the left-hand side of Figure 7, and are repeated for each iteration along the \(K\) dimension, accumulating into the same ABFT output registers. Once the thread has completed all iterations along the \(K\) dimension,
Table 1: Additional Tensor Core MMAs and checksum operations done by thread-level replication (Rep.), two-sided ABFT, and one-sided ABFT per step along the K dimension.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tensor Core MMAs</th>
<th>Rep.</th>
<th>Two-sided</th>
<th>One-sided</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Checksum ops.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M_tN_t/2$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$M_t/2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$O(M_t + N_t)$</td>
<td>$O(N_t)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

it generates a thread-local output summation and compares it to the final ABFT output registers. We call this approach two-sided thread-level ABFT, as it generates checksums for both $A_t$ and $B_t$.

Two-sided thread-level ABFT minimizes the number of redundant MMA operations performed by thread-level ABFT, as it performs only one extra MMA for every step along the $K$ dimension. However, it maximizes the amount of computation performed in generating thread-local activation and weight checksums.

It is important to note that checksum generation involves summations that will execute on traditional arithmetic units on the GPU (e.g., using HADD2 PTX instructions), rather than on Tensor Cores. In contrast, redundant MMA operations will execute on Tensor Cores. Thus two-sided thread-level ABFT will more significantly utilize traditional arithmetic units than Tensor Cores because it performs $O(M_t + N_t)$ additional checksum generation operations but only one additional MMA per step along the $K$ dimension.

Given that Tensor Cores are the drivers behind the math performed in the matrix multiplication for a linear layer, it is Tensor Cores that are heavily underutilized by bandwidth-bound linear layers, rather than traditional arithmetic units. Traditional arithmetic units are likely not as underutilized in bandwidth-bound linear layers, as they are also used by threads to carry out general control flow (e.g., updating loop counters) and to assist in loading/storing data (e.g., computing addresses). Thus, minimizing the number of additional MMAs performed in two-sided thread-level ABFT may insufficiently exploit underutilized Tensor Cores. At the same time, our experience with replication in §4 indicates that adding too many additional MMAs can also lead to high overhead.

To straddle this tradeoff between added operations to Tensor Cores and added operations to traditional arithmetic units, we leverage a one-sided thread-level ABFT scheme. Rather than computing checksums for both $A_t$ and $B_t$ and performing a single MMA across these checksums, one-sided thread-level ABFT instead generates a checksum only for $B_t$ and multiplies the entirety of $A_t$ with this checksum.4 As illustrated in the right-hand side of Figure 7 this results in performing $M_t$ additional MMAs, and $O(N_t)$ checksum generation operations for each step along the $K$ dimension.

As shown in Table 1, one-sided thread-level ABFT sits in the “sweet spot” between thread-level replication and two-sided thread-level ABFT in terms of additional MMAs and checksum operations performed. We illustrate in §6.5 that this enables one-sided thread-level ABFT to provide the lowest execution-time overhead among these approaches to thread-level redundant execution.

5.3 Per-layer, intensity-guided adaptation

As shown in §3, NNs have a mix of compute- and bandwidth-bound linear layers. The ABFT scheme with the lowest execution-time overhead for a given layer depends on the bottleneck of the layer, with global ABFT preferable for compute-bound layers and thread-level ABFT preferable for bandwidth-bound layers.

Rather than selecting one ABFT scheme to be applied to all linear layers of a NN, we propose intensity-guided ABFT, which selects among global ABFT and thread-level ABFT for each individual linear layer. Prior to deploying a NN, intensity-guided ABFT measures the execution-time overhead of each linear layer under global ABFT and thread-level ABFT, and chooses the scheme with the lowest overhead for that layer. As we show in §6, in conforming to the ideas presented in this paper, linear layers with higher arithmetic intensity typically benefit from global ABFT, while those with lower arithmetic intensity typically benefit from thread-level ABFT. Thus, intensity-guided ABFT uses arithmetic intensity as a guide in selecting the best ABFT scheme for each layer. Our evaluation in §6 shows that intensity-guided ABFT significantly reduces overhead compared to either global or thread-level ABFT alone.

Integration with pre-deployment optimizers.

Intensity-guided ABFT fits alongside the popular approach of pre-deployment optimization in NN inference, as performed by frameworks like TensorRT [14], TVM [27], cuDNN [6], and CUTLASS. This process takes in a NN and an input size (e.g., image resolution, batch size) that will be used during inference and enumerates and executes all configurations of each layer in the NN (e.g., tile sizes, matrix layouts). The configuration with the lowest execution time for a layer is chosen for that layer and used for all inference requests during deployment. A pre-deployment optimizer using intensity-guided ABFT will include global ABFT and thread-level ABFT in its enumeration of configurations of a matrix multiplication. Intensity-guided ABFT chooses the fastest among these, which typically aligns with the arithmetic intensity of the layer, as we show in §6.

6 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

We now evaluate the execution-time overhead of intensity-guided ABFT. The highlights of the evaluation are as follows:

- Across eight popular CNNs, two NNs used in DLRMs, and four specialized CNNs, intensity-guided ABFT reduces execution-time overhead compared to global ABFT by 1.09–5.3x.

4One can alternatively multiply a checksum of $A_t$ with $B_t$. We have selected the converse due to ease of implementation in CUTLASS.
Intensity-guided ABFT provides the largest reductions in execution-time overhead for NNs that have many linear layers with low arithmetic intensity, such as DLRMs (up to 4.9x reduction) and specialized CNNs (up to 5.3x reduction).

Even for NNs that have many linear layers with high arithmetic intensity, intensity-guided ABFT still significantly reduces execution-time overhead (e.g., 1.5x for Wide-ResNet-50). This shows the benefit of intensity-guided ABFT’s adaptive approach to ABFT, as even NNs that are primarily compute bound often have some linear layers with low arithmetic intensity.

Intensity-guided ABFT provides similar benefits across various input resolutions (§6.4.1) and batch sizes (§6.4.2).

The one-sided thread-level ABFT approach motivated in §5.2.2 significantly reduces execution-time overhead compared to two-sided thread-level ABFT and thread-level replication (§6.5).

6.1 Implementation

Recall that intensity-guided ABFT adapts to each linear layer in a NN by choosing between thread-level ABFT and global ABFT. We implement thread-level ABFT and global ABFT in CUDA/C++ atop CUTLASS [8], a high-performance, open-source matrix multiplication library developed by NVIDIA. For thread-level ABFT, we modify existing thread-level inner loops in CUTLASS to perform checksum generation, redundant MMAs, and final checksum comparison. We implement the global ABFT scheme based on the state-of-the-art approach from Hari et al. [43] (discussed in §2.5), using NVIDIA’s CUB library [5] when possible.

Recall from §5.3 that intensity-guided ABFT fits alongside common pre-deployment NN optimizers. We integrate intensity-guided ABFT into the pre-deployment workflow of the CUTLASS profiler, which selects the fastest matrix multiplication kernel and configuration (e.g., tile size, layout) for a given matrix multiplication size.

6.2 Evaluation setup

Baselines. Our main comparison is between intensity-guided ABFT and the state-of-the-art approach to global ABFT for NN inference on GPUs described in §2.5. We also evaluate one-sided thread-level ABFT alone (referred to as “thread-level ABFT”), and in §6.5 compare to two-sided thread-level ABFT and thread-level replication.

Metrics. Execution-time overhead is one of the primary metrics of interest for redundant execution. For each linear layer of a NN, we obtain the execution time of the original matrix multiplication without redundancy ($T_o$), as well as that of the redundant version ($T_r$) and report the percentage increase in execution time ($\frac{T_r - T_o}{T_o} \times 100$). We report execution-time overhead for an entire NN by summing the per-layer execution times and using these in the equation above.

Recall from §5.3 that intensity-guided ABFT adapts to each linear layer in a NN by choosing between thread-level ABFT and global ABFT. We implement thread-level ABFT and global ABFT in CUDA/C++ atop CUTLASS [8], a high-performance, open-source matrix multiplication library developed by NVIDIA. For thread-level ABFT, we modify existing thread-level inner loops in CUTLASS to perform checksum generation, redundant MMAs, and final checksum comparison. We implement the global ABFT scheme based on the state-of-the-art approach from Hari et al. [43] (discussed in §2.5), using NVIDIA’s CUB library [5] when possible.
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Recall from §5.3 that intensity-guided ABFT adapts to each linear layer in a NN by choosing between thread-level ABFT and global ABFT. We implement thread-level ABFT and global ABFT in CUDA/C++ atop CUTLASS [8], a high-performance, open-source matrix multiplication library developed by NVIDIA. For thread-level ABFT, we modify existing thread-level inner loops in CUTLASS to perform checksum generation, redundant MMAs, and final checksum comparison. We implement the global ABFT scheme based on the state-of-the-art approach from Hari et al. [43] (discussed in §2.5), using NVIDIA’s CUB library [5] when possible.
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as this is the common case for low-latency, user-facing inference [32, 88]. For completeness, we also consider large batch size in §6.4.2.

Specialized CNNs. We also evaluate on NNs representative of ongoing efforts to deploy small NNs (described in §3.4). We consider four specialized CNNs used within the NoScope system [50]: Coral, Roundabout, Taipei, Amsterdam. These CNNs act as lightweight filters performing binary classification in front of large, general-purpose CNNs for high-throughput offline video analytics in cluster settings. These CNNs have 2–4 convolutional layers, each with 16–64 channels, at most two fully-connected layers, and operate over regions of video frames of size 50×50 pixels. As these CNNs are used for offline analytics, we use a large batch size of 64 for experiments.

Square matrix multiplications. We finally perform a more detailed comparison of one-sided thread-level ABFT and global ABFT, along with two-sided thread-level ABFT and thread-level replication on matrix multiplications with \( M = N = K \) of various sizes (§6.5).

### 6.3 Summary of results

Figure 8 compares the execution-time overhead of global ABFT to that of intensity-guided ABFT on all NNs we consider (listed in order of increasing aggregate arithmetic intensity).\(^5\) Compared to global ABFT, intensity-guided ABFT reduces execution-time overhead by up to 5.3×. For example, for the Coral specialized CNN, intensity-guided ABFT reduces execution-time overhead from 17% to 4.6%. As expected, intensity-guided ABFT achieves the largest reduction in execution-time overhead for NNs with low aggregate arithmetic intensity, as these NNs contain more bandwidth-bound linear layers that benefit from thread-level ABFT. That said, intensity-guided ABFT reduces execution-time overhead considerably even for NNs with high aggregate arithmetic intensity. For example, intensity-guided ABFT reduces execution-time overhead on Wide-ResNet-50 by 1.5× compared to global ABFT (from 5.3% to 3.5%). Even though such NNs have high aggregate arithmetic intensity, they still contain bandwidth-bound linear layers, for which using thread-level ABFT over global ABFT reduces overhead.

### 6.4 Evaluation across various NN domains

#### 6.4.1 General-purpose CNNs

Figure 9 shows the execution-time overhead for thread-level ABFT, global ABFT, and intensity-guided ABFT on eight popular general-purpose CNNs operating over HD images of size 1080 × 1920 at batch size one. Compared to global ABFT, intensity-guided ABFT reduces execution-time overhead by 1.09–2.75×. As expected, thread-level ABFT obtains lower execution-time overhead than global ABFT for CNNs with low aggregate arithmetic intensity, while global ABFT has lower overhead for CNNs with higher aggregate arithmetic intensity. Intensity-guided ABFT obtains the lowest execution-time overhead across all the CNNs, motivating its per-layer, arithmetic intensity-guided approach.

**Effect of image resolution.** When operating on images of size 224 × 224 (the standard resolution in ImageNet), intensity-guided ABFT reduces execution-time overhead by 1.3–3.3× compared to global ABFT. This larger reduction compared to operating on HD images stems from the lower aggregate arithmetic intensity of CNNs when operating on images with smaller resolution (described in §3.2). This leads to more linear layers being bandwidth-bound and benefiting from thread-level ABFT in intensity-guided ABFT.

#### 6.4.2 Recommendation models (DLRM)

We next consider the NNs used in Facebook’s DLRM. Figure 10 plots execution-time overheads on MLP-Bottom and MLP-Top. At batch size of one, which corresponds to low-latency deployments of DLRRMs for user-facing services, both MLP-Bottom and MLP-Top have low aggregate arithmetic intensity. This results in intensity-guided ABFT reducing execution-time overhead compared to global ABFT by 4.55× and 3.24× for MLP-Bottom and MLP-Top, respectively. At a very large batch size of 2048, the aggregate arithmetic intensity of both MLP-Bottom and MLP-Top increase, but at different rates. The aggregate arithmetic intensity of MLP-Top increases from 7.7 to 175.8, resulting in the difference between global and thread-level ABFT decreasing. In contrast, the aggregate arithmetic intensity of MLP-Bottom grows only from 7.4 to 92, resulting in thread-level ABFT continuing to have lower overhead. In both cases, intensity-guided ABFT achieves the lowest overhead, illustrating the need for ABFT to consider the resource bottlenecks of each linear layer of a NN.

#### 6.4.3 Specialized CNNs

Figure 11 shows the execution-time overheads on specialized CNNs from NoScope [50] at batch size 64. For these primarily bandwidth-bound NNs with low aggregate arithmetic intensity, intensity-guided ABFT reduces execution-time overheads on average by 1.3–3.3× compared to global ABFT. Even though some of these NNs have high aggregate arithmetic intensity, intensity-guided ABFT achieves the lowest overhead by over 5% compared to global ABFT and thread-level ABFT.
To evaluate the design decisions made in leveraging thread-level ABFT and thread-level replication. This reinforces our decision to use one-sided ABFT for thread-level ABFT. The differences between replication and ABFT are particularly stark for larger sizes (512 and beyond), where the overhead of replication sharply spikes due to increasing competition for Tensor Cores.

6.5 Evaluation of thread-level design decisions

To evaluate the design decisions made in leveraging thread-level ABFT for NN inference on GPUs, we now evaluate global ABFT and the various approaches to thread-level redundant execution described in §4 and §5. We perform such evaluation on square matrix multiplications. Sizes left of the dashed line have arithmetic intensity below the T4’s FP16 CMR. The overhead for replication is above 70% for the final two sizes, and thus is cut off.

6.6 Evaluation of global ABFT design decisions

Overhead by 1.6–5.3x. These results are particularly promising when considering the growing trends described in §3 of designing lightweight NNs, coupled with the increasing CMR of GPUs, which will likely result in more NNs being bandwidth-bound.

7. DISCUSSION

7.1 Intensity-guided ABFT beyond NNs

While we have focused the design of intensity-guided ABFT for imparting fault tolerance to NN inference, intensity-guided ABFT is applicable to general matrix multiplication problems as well. We consider this particularly important as more traditional HPC applications begin exploring the use of NN hardware accelerators, such as Tensor Cores [33, 40, 42], and as NN hardware accelerators begin to add support for double- and single-precision floating point arithmetic [4], which are typically used in HPC applications.

7.2 Mathematical models for ABFT

In this work, intensity-guided ABFT leverages empirical profiling to make the final decision of which ABFT scheme to use for a given layer of a NN. An alternative is to leverage analytical models of ABFT with assumptions about compute and memory bandwidth to analytically determine which approach to ABFT will likely result in lower execution-time overhead. Intensity-guided ABFT could also leverage such models. We have chosen to use empirical profiling because this is the common practice used in optimizing NNs for inference by popular frameworks. Regardless of whether empirical profiling or analytical modeling is used, the core insights driving intensity-guided ABFT will remain relevant: layers with low arithmetic intensity relative to a GPU’s CMR are likely to benefit from thread-level ABFT, while layers with high arithmetic intensity relative to a GPU’s CMR are likely to benefit from global ABFT.

7.3 Input-size-dependent optimization

As noted in §3.2, the size of the input to a NN affects its arithmetic intensity, and thus the selection made by intensity-guided ABFT. Thus, one might wonder whether intensity-guided ABFT may be suboptimal if a deployment experiences changes in the size of inputs. This, however, is not a major concern because it is rare to have dynamically-sized inputs at inference time due to the common pre-processing step for NN inference of resizing inputs to a fixed format. The input-size-dependent heterogeneity of arithmetic intensity described in §3.2 will exist across deployments, but is unlikely within a single deployment. If multiple input sizes are expected within a deployment, one can handle this easily by performing separate ABFT selections for multiple input sizes and choosing among these at inference time depending on the size of an input.

8 RELATED WORK

Fault tolerance in general programs. There are various techniques for tolerating soft-error-induced faults in general programs:

One approach is hardware-based fault tolerance, such as through using ECC in memory, and radiation-hardened or redundant processing units [21, 34, 77]. While certain approaches to hardware-based fault tolerance are widely used, such as ECC-protected memory subsystems, hardware protection for processing units is less widely used due to its high overhead. Furthermore, hardware-based fault tolerance is inflexible to changes in the required fault tolerance of applications or the fault rate of operating environments. Thus, we focus on software-based fault tolerance.
Software-based fault tolerance for general programs is typically achieved through techniques like instruction duplication [63, 70], replication of threads/warps [36, 47, 80, 84], and compiler-driven re-execution [51, 60]. In contrast, we focus on using application-level features of NN inference to reduce the overhead of fault detection.

**Fault tolerance in NNs.** Recent works have illustrated the potentially-catastrophic effects of soft errors on NNs through fault injection tools [30, 31, 55, 61] and neutron beam experiments [38]. This has spurred many approaches for fault tolerance in NNs, such as leveraging the “inherent robustness” of NNs [68, 79, 87], training NNs to tolerate faults [52], anomalous activation suppression [29, 69], selective feature hardening [62], and learning to detect faults [59, 73, 74]. Our focus in this work is on leveraging ABFT to detect errors in NN inference. Compared to the approaches listed above, ABFT provides clearer fault-tolerance guarantees and does not require retraining a NN or understanding its behavior.

**ABFT for NNs.** Due to the heavy use of linear algebra in NNs, ABFT is a natural fit for fault tolerance in NNs, and a number of recent works have explored using ABFT for NNs [39, 43, 57, 67]. Ozen et al. [67] leverage ABFT to protect convolutional and fully-connected layers and propose integration of ABFT into a systolic array architecture. Zhao et al. [89] propose a systematic workflow of ABFT checks for CNNs to provide a high degree of protection against faults with low execution-time overhead on CPUs. Li et al. [57] propose optimizations for ABFT in low-bitwidth DLRM inference on CPUs. Most closely related to our work is the work of Hari et al. [43], which proposes the optimized global ABFT scheme for GPUs (described in §2.5), and which forms a component of our proposed intensity-guided ABFT. Intensity-guided ABFT complements the work of Hari et al. [43] with ABFT schemes well-suited for bandwidth-bound linear layers, and by adaptively selecting between the two, using arithmetic intensity as a guide.

Compared to these works, the present work is unique in multiple aspects. First, the works listed above all focus on employing a single ABFT scheme across all linear layers of a NN. In contrast, we illustrate that different linear layers within a NN have varying ABFT, the techniques employed by Smith et al. [76] differ in that they do not perform ABFT at the level of the smallest unit of the parallel subproblem in the matrix multiplication. Thus, this approach generates checksums collaboratively across CPU threads (although not globally), which requires additional loads and stores, albeit, at higher levels of the memory hierarchy. In contrast, we leverage thread-level ABFT specifically for bandwidth-bound linear layers in NNs on GPUs, and thus avoid performing any additional loads and stores (which would compete for the layer’s bottleneck resource). This results in thread-level ABFT performing ABFT at the smallest parallel sub-matrix multiplication solved (GPU thread level), requiring no coordination between threads. Furthermore, intensity-guided ABFT takes an adaptive approach to ABFT based on the resource bottleneck of a given matrix multiplication, whereas Smith et al. [76] use a one-size-fits-all approach.

Concurrent work with ours, FT-BLAS [86], proposes to choose between replication and ABFT in BLAS routines on CPUs depending on the BLAS level of an operation. Specifically, FT-BLAS [86] uses replication for operations in Levels 1 and 2 (vector-vector and matrix-vector operations), and ABFT for those in Level 3 (matrix-matrix operations). However, for a given operation in a BLAS level (e.g., for all matrix-matrix multiplications), FT-BLAS [86] takes a one-size-fits-all approach. In contrast, we show that the unique characteristics of NN inference on GPUs lead to NNs containing a mix of compute- and bandwidth-bound matrix-matrix multiplications, rendering one-size-fits-all approaches inefficient. Moreover, as shown in §6.5, leveraging replication even for bandwidth-bound matrix multiplications used in NNs on GPUs can lead to significant overhead, motivating intensity-guided ABFT’s approach of selecting between various ABFT schemes for each matrix multiplication.

### 9 CONCLUSION

We present intensity-guided ABFT, a new approach to ABFT for NN inference on GPUs that optimizes for the specific resource bottlenecks of individual layers of a NN. Through analysis of trends in NN design and GPU hardware, we present a case for a growing trend of compute underutilization in NN inference on GPUs, opening new opportunities for efficient redundant execution. However current approaches to ABFT for NNs are unable to exploit such fine-grained compute underutilization. We first carefully investigate a thread-level ABFT scheme to exploit such opportunities in bandwidth-bound linear layers of NNs on GPUs, complementing the use of traditional approaches to ABFT for compute-bound layers. Intensity-guided ABFT then adaptively selects among these ABFT schemes in a per-layer, arithmetic-intensity-driven fashion. This enables intensity-guided ABFT to reduce execution-time overhead by 1.09–5.3x across a number of popular and emerging NNs. Intensity-guided ABFT shows the promise of arithmetic-intensity-driven fault tolerance for current and future NNs. Finally, as intensity-guided ABFT protects general matrix multiplications, this approach may usher more efficient fault tolerance for broader HPC applications that are beginning to target NN hardware accelerators [33, 40, 42].
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Appendix: Artifact Description/Artifact Evaluation

SUMMARY OF THE EXPERIMENTS REPORTED
We compared the execution-time overhead of arithmetic-intensity-guided ABFT and traditional approaches to ABFT on neural network inference workloads. Each ABFT version is implemented atop NVIDIA's open-source CUTLASS library (https://github.com/NVIDIA/cutlass).

We ran experiments on an NVIDIA T4 GPU on an AWS g4dn.xlarge instance. We ran the AWS instance atop the NVIDIA HPC SDK AMI and in a Docker container. We use CUDA 11.0 with NVIDIA driver version 450.51.06.


We finally considered matrix-matrix multiplications of varying dimensions M, N, and K.

We decomposed each neural network into its individual convolutional/fully-connected layers and translated these layers into the matrix-matrix multiplications they use. We then profiled each matrix-matrix multiplication under the various ABFT schemes considered using the cutlass_profiler utility using 100 warmup iterations and 1000 profiling iterations.

Author-Created or Modified Artifacts:

Persistent ID: https://github.com/Thesys-lab/arithmetic-intensity-guided-abft
Artifact name: Implementation of arithmetic-intensity-guided ABFT atop NVIDIA’s CUTLASS library

BASELINE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP, AND MODIFICATIONS MADE FOR THE PAPER

Relevant hardware details: NVIDIA T4 GPU, 4-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8259CL CPU @ 2.50GHz

Operating systems and versions: Ubuntu 18.04 running Linux kernel 5.30, NVIDIA HPC SDK AMI VM

Compilers and versions: NVCC release 11.0

Applications and versions: NVIDIA CUTLASS, commit ccb697bac77fccc898e9c897b2c90a5b60ac72fb

Libraries and versions: CUDA 11.0

Key algorithms: matrix-matrix multiplication, algorithm-based fault tolerance